A major aim of Kansei engineering is to translate human impressions into physical features of certain objects. When seeing a certain object, different individuals would try to express their impression of it with many different words even if they feel the same emotion for the object. However, no efficient approach to deal with such a large variety of impression words has been proposed so far. The aim of this study is to provide a new method for associating a large variety of impression words with physical features by introducing a new class of impression words called "meta-impressions." A meta-impression is defined as an impression whose relationship to physical features has been revealed in past studies. Focusing on the "music domain," we construct an M-I dictionary that describes the relationship between meta-impressions and various other impression words. The accuracy and applicability of our method are demonstrated experimentally.
INTRODUCTION
Kansei engineering as proposed by Nagamachi has been attracting attention as a methodology for developing customeroriented products to meet customers' feelings and demands [1, 2] . "Kansei" is a Japanese word that means an individual's impressions/images evoked by external stimuli through the sensory organs. An important issue in Kansei engineering is correlating human impressions with physical features characterizing item such as music, pictures, clothes, and furniture.
Kansei engineering has recently been applied to impressionbased information systems for retrieving or recommending objects to match user's impressions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In these systems, users must input a search query using several predefined impression words. Kumamoto et al. associated 20 impression words with particular physical features of music [3] and developed an impression-based music retrieval system [4] . However, such systems limit the variety of expressions that individuals can use because the selectable impression words are fixed. To successfully develop information systems based on individuals' Kansei, it is important to provide a flexible human interface to deal with a greater diversity of impression words.
To solve this problem, we consider a new class of impression words called "meta-impressions.." A meta-impression is an impression word that mediates relationships between impression words and particular physical features. They are introduced assuming that each human impression can be represented by a combination of meta-impressions. Here, a meta-impression is defined as an impression word whose relation to physical features has been experimentally or statistically revealed in past studies. Our aim is to provide a method for translating various impression words into physical features through these metaimpressions.
In this paper, we propose a new method that collects a large variety of impression words from electronic texts such as review comments and associates them automatically with metaimpressions. Then, an M-I dictionary is constructed to describe the relationship between meta-impressions and other impression words. In this study, an M-I dictionary specialized for the "music domain" is provided as an illustrative example. We show the usefulness of our method (and the M-I dictionary) by evaluating its adequacy and its application to an information retrieval system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the traditional Kansei engineering approach and its limitations. Section 3 explains the procedure for constructing the M-I dictionary. Section 4 shows the evaluation results of the M-I dictionary, and Section 5 applies the M-I dictionary to a music retrieval system. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our conclusions and suggests future work.
TRADITIONAL APPROACH FOR KANSEI ENGINEERING AND ITS LIMITATION
The typical procedure for associating impressions with physical features consists of four steps, as shown in Figure 1 . The first step (Step1) collects as many impression words as possible in a certain domain of interest, such as music [3] or clothing design [2] . Next, redundant impression words with similar meanings are unified to a single representative word. In the second step (Step2), a questionnaire survey is performed to question experimental subjects about their impressions of objects with different physical characteristics (e.g., tempo in music), in which those objects are rated by multi-grade evaluation regarding each impression word obtained in Step.1. In the third step (Step3), multivariate analysis methods such as factor analysis and clustering are applied to group the impression words with similar trends (rating patterns) in the answers of the questionnaire survey. The final step (Step4) identifies physical features characterizing the factor of each group of impression words using regression analysis or correlation analysis.
Typically, Step1 requires much labor from the experimenters in collecting many impression words, and Step2 places a heavy burden on the subjects in rating them. In contrast, our method can automatically collect impression words from electronic texts using text mining. In addition, these impression words are associated with certain physical features through the metaimpressions; thus, laborious impression evaluation by subjects is not needed. Figure 2 shows an outline of our method; the shaded area represents the construction of an M-I dictionary, which is the focus of this study. In this section, we construct an M-I dictionary specialized for the "music domain" as an illustrative example. The M-I dictionary is obtained by the following three steps:
METHOD
(1) Manually extract meta-impressions associated with certain physical features from the published literature.
(2) Collect synonyms of the meta-impressions as candidate impression words from a thesaurus.
(3) Identify unnecessary or redundant candidates for the music domain using text-mining and eliminate them by pruning.
Extraction of Meta-impressions
First, we extract meta-impressions, which are impression words whose relations to certain physical features have already been elucidated in the published literature. Kumamoto et al. associated 20 impression words with several physical features (tone color, pitch variation, volume variation, and so on) using multiple regression analysis [3, 4] . In this study, we employ these 20 impression words as meta-impressions.
Collection of Candidate Impression Words
Second, we collect synonymous words (only adjectives and adjective verbs) for each meta-impression as candidate impression words by referring to a thesaurus. Those synonymous words are then linked to the corresponding meta-impressions.
Pruning of Unnecessary Candidates
In this step, a pruning process based on a text-mining approach is conducted to eliminate unnecessary candidate impression words that are generally not used in the music domain. First, we collect 46,178 review comments for a variety of audio CDs from amazon.co.jp [11] . Next, only adjectives and adjective verbs are extracted from these comments by a tagging tool [12, 13] that counts the appearance frequencies over all of the comments at the same time. By referring to the appearance frequencies, we prune candidate impression words that occur nine or fewer times. The M-I dictionary is provided as a set of links between the meta-impressions and the candidate impression words. In this dictionary, every impression word can be represented by a combination of multiple meta-impressions. Thus, an impression word can be translated into certain physical features through those meta-impressions.
EVALUATION
Using the above method, we obtain an M-I dictionary that includes a total of 399 impression words linked with all the meta-impressions. To evaluate the adequacy of the M-I dictionary, we conduct a questionnaire survey that require a yes or no answer about whether each link between an impression word and a meta-impression is adequate as a synonymous relation in the music domain. The subjects are eight male students. In this evaluation, 2 of the 20 meta-impressions are eliminated because no impression word is connected to them.
For each meta-impression, we count the number of "yes" answers for the connected impression words across the eight subjects. Figure 3 shows the percentage of "yes" answers for each metaimpression. We can see that more than half of the metaimpressions (10/18) present scores of more than 70%; this shows that the M-I dictionary characterizes the music domain well. In contrast, four meta-impressions ("bright," "dark," "relaxed," and "tense") show scores below 50%, for the following reason. As seen in Table 1 , the number of impression words related to these four meta-impressions is relatively large both before and after pruning. This means that these four meta-impressions link with many impression words unrelated to music. Since our method adopts a simple pruning operation based on the appearance frequency of impression words, such highly frequent but irrelevant impression words remain without being pruned. This problem is attributable to targeting only the "music domain" in the review comment processing. We will solve this problem by analyzing the differences in impression words between the music domain and various other domains.
APPLICATION TO MUSIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
The M-I dictionary is applied to a music retrieval system (the Impression-Based Music Retrieval System) developed by Kumamoto et al.
[4] to demonstrate its practical usefulness.
The Impression-Based Music Retrieval System requires users' impressions of preferable music as the input. Impressions are specified using 10 pairs of adjectives (e.g., funny-sad). Note that the 10 pairs of adjectives (i.e., 20 adjectives) correspond to our 20 meta-impressions. Each pair of adjectives is placed at either end of a seven-point scale. By selecting one out of the seven values for each pair, users can obtain a list of music that is ranked on the basis of their rating values.
In this section, we convert user-specified impression words to meta-impressions using the M-I dictionary and then evaluate whether the retrieved music matches the user's impressions. First, we randomly select an impression word connected to each meta-impression and obtain 18 impression words in total. Second, these impression words are converted to the corresponding meta-impressions, and they are input to Kumamoto's system, in which the second values from the top/bottom are selected as the rating values because their descriptions accord exactly with the meta-impressions. Third, we present the top-ranked music to 12 male subjects and ask them to rate the match by a five-point scale in the same way as Kumamoto et al.: "agree (5)," "somewhat agree (4)," "neither agree nor disagree (3)," "somewhat disagree (2)," and "disagree (1).."
As a result, the average score is 3.6, which is comparable to the score (=3.8) Kumamoto et al. obtained directly by using metaimpressions. Their system restricts the usable impression words to 20, whereas the use of the M-I dictionary enables the use of a wider variety of impression words. Thus, we expect that the M-I dictionary can enhance the flexibility of media retrieval and recommendation based on users' impressions.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a method for automatically constructing an M-I dictionary that associates a large variety of impression words with fewer meta-impressions by text-mining. In this study, we made an M-I dictionary specialized for the "music domain" and showed its adequacy and applicability for practical use. We believe that our method a promising approach for not only dealing with many different impressions having the same meaning but also reducing laborious and time-consuming tasks such as collecting impression words and responding to questionnaire surveys.
In the future, we will improve the accuracy of the pruning process. We will also apply our method to different domains in addition to the music domain and develop retrieval and recommendation systems implementing the M-I dictionaries.
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